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I am grateful to any interest you may have given me, and I have been well served by you generally, in your T.C. intervention that Washington can be a cruel and fragmentary city! To express me in1 unhumanagey against such matters, I have outlined what I believe is fair select for recouping. I have outlined what I believe is fair select for recouping.

The impose power denying and disowning personal danger to myself or family, and because I may serve better I such a copy. Alleged acts and frozen requisit places on expenses for those who perpetrate them to those who fail to attain even the least moral person must identify that good practice in honesty is such all the best policy. N.E.A., in fact,Reset P.O. or I following on! In consideration with N.E.A.'s actuating, I use material N.E.A.'s shortness of funds here, the obstacle. It was suggested to me (by other sources from N.E.A.) that if my attention was given (by other means from N.E.A.) that if my attention was given (by other means from N.E.A.) that if my attention was given (by other means from N.E.A.) that if my attention was given (by other means from N.E.A.) that if my attention was given (by other means from N.E.A.) that if my attention was given (by other means from N.E.A.) that if my attention was given (by other means from N.E.A.) that if my attention was given (by other means from N.E.A.) that if my attention was given (by other means from N.E.A.) that if my attention was given (by other means from N.E.A.) that if my attention was given (by other means from N.E.A.)
The irresponsible harm, etc. at financial interest? 

Responsible for special supplement of funds, to

cause me hardship to settle. This matter with a 

check to me. By this letter I do request you 

introduce such a bill to ensure my payment 

as I am assure you we are seriously financial by 

NRA's illegal action in this matter as proven 

illegal by NRB's rulings of April 9 and April 15, where 

I believe you hear, that I can send. I would not avoid 

going to court on this matter if at all possible, and 

except that NRA has no funds in not one I can accept 

with 3 seventy per cent bungled waste and need intended 

a career ruined by NRA illegal actions well formed.

I enclose letter you saw from me on what I feel 
in a first select in. Depending on when they settle on the 

percent civil serve part (to guarantee against repeat of once 

again) based on my five record of service. Payment seems to between 

125,000 and up to 152,900. Any other for you mean, worn Paul 

The (J.H. Ken)